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60
M T S S E AT I N G

YEARS AND COUNTING

OF INNOVATION

Steve Jobs said, “Innovation

The birth of an industry leader

distinguishes between a leader and

MTS was the brainchild of Paul Swy and
Dean Curtis, who dreamed of making metal
furniture components. When they couldn’t
convince their employers to embrace their
aspirations for manufacturing furniture
components, they started their own
company. They named it Michigan Tube
Swagers & Fabricators, Inc. after the swaging
process used to shape metal tubing into table
and chair legs. That was in 1955.

a follower.” Apple has certainly proven
the truth of that statement. And in our
own way so has MTS Seating. MTS,
ON THE COVER
The Barely There Chair
by Hirsch Bedner Associates (HBA)

which recently celebrated its 60th
anniversary, is a company that was
built on innovation.
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MTS started out small—making sturdy,
functional legs for dinette sets. But one
idea led to another. In the ‘60s we designed
and manufactured our first swiveling bases
for pedestal chairs. A line of stack chairs
was added in the late 60’s. In the ‘70s, we
made a line of upholstered bucket seats for
the pedestal bases and started marketing
complete chairs.
From there, we focused on the hospitality
market, added restaurant chairs and
barstools, dining tables and bases, and
MTS Seating was born. Today, we operate
three state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities,
and our products can be found in hotels,
convention centers, restaurants, and clubs
across America and around the world.

“ Innovation distinguishes
between a leader and a follower.”
STEVE JOBS

Innovation is part of our
mission statement
That’s not just a catchy line. It’s true.
The idea behind MTS in 1955 was
simple: make the best chairs possible.
That commitment to innovation and
excellence has fueled everything we’ve
done since, and it’s reflected in our
corporate mission statement: “Inspire
and provide innovation that elevates
the human experience, supply value to
markets served, assist the growth of
everyone we touch, and do the right
thing all of the time.”
One area where MTS’ focus on innovation
is especially evident is design. We are a
design-driven company with a talented
in-house team led by our Director of
Design, Josh Swy (a third-generation
family member). We are committed to
helping our customers realize their vision
through inspired design. That’s why we
developed the MTS Custom Shoppe,
where we create unique, made-to-order
chairs. It’s why we’ve collaborated with
some of the world’s most respected
furniture designers. Whether we’re
introducing new looks or breathing new
life into a classic, we’re committed to
making a powerful visual statement.
Always learning, always
improving, always growing
We take our mission statement seriously.
That’s why we conducted a branding
workshop in 2014. From that workshop,
we developed a new company concept,
and launched a comprehensive ad
campaign to announce a new era of
innovation at MTS Seating. Looking at
everything we do, differently—from the
chairs we build, to the relationships we
maintain, to the way we treat the world
around us. In so doing, we can transform
our everyday work into a work of art.
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It’s also why we developed our
Synergreen® philosophy in 2004. We
understand that being a successful
company means being a good
corporate citizen. Our goal is continuous
environmental improvement. In 2015,
we worked toward that goal by reducing
our natural gas consumption by 23%,
reducing electricity by 7.5%, reducing
trash to landfills by 21%, and diverting
almost three million pounds of waste from
landfills through our recycling program.
We’re getting green, but we know we
can always be greener.
The best is yet to come
At MTS, we understand as the
investment companies remind us in
their prospectus materials that past
performance is no guarantee of future
success. According to MIT’s Center for
Digital Business, “Since 2000, nearly
52% of the companies in the Fortune 500
have gone bankrupt, been acquired or
ceased to exist.” And the common thread
with many of those companies is that
they failed to keep pace with changing
technology. That’s why at MTS, we’re
always looking for better, smarter ways
to do business.
Sixty years is a very long time. When
MTS Seating started in 1955, gas cost
23 cents a gallon, minimum wage was
a dollar and the price of the average
house was $2,064. There were no
cell phones or tablets or laptops or
software programs or apps. In fact,
Steve Jobs and Bill Gates were born in
1955. To say the world has changed in
the past 60 years would be a colossal
understatement. Today’s world bears
very little resemblance to the world of
1955. The same can be said of today’s
hospitality industry and MTS Seating. And
that’s a good thing. We hope to be having
a similar conversation in 2075.

A tradition
of innovation
MTS has been a leader in
innovation for 60 years.
Some of our notable firsts include:
• First to introduce a leg reinforcement
bar between rear stack chair legs (1978)
• 	First to introduce COMFORTweb® seat
concept to the hospitality market (1982)
• 	First to offer easy-to-slide, non-marring
clear butyrate floor glides (1988)
•	First to offer patented leg and seat
reinforcement bar (1998)
• First to offer reeded profile aluminumframed banquet seating to the
hospitality market (2000)
• First to formalize a company-wide
sustainability program (SynerGreen)
in 2004.
• First to offer 32 standard powdercoat
frame finishes (2007)
• First to offer ProBax® Advanced
Seating Technology in the hospitality
industry (2008)
•	First to have our complete line of
seating UL Greenguard certified (2008)
•	First hospitality seating manufacture
to be rated as Sustainability Leader
on the MindClick Global Sustainability
Index (2014)
•	First to offer 20 series with 150
individual models of banquet and
meeting room seating (2015)
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THE
BARELY
THERE
CHAIR:

“We were excited to collaborate with a
world-class organization like HBA.”
JOSH SWY, DIRECTOR OF DESIGN

LEFT	
Nicole
RIGHT
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Smith, HBA Associate
Stacey Sefcik, HBA Interior Designer

AN MTS SEATING/HBA COLLABORATION STORY
Interior Design has called Hirsch Bedner Associates (HBA) “the world’s
number one hospitality design firm.” HBA has created signature looks for
some of today’s leading luxury brands, hotels, resorts, spas, restaurants,
and casinos. With more than 1,600 designers worldwide and its extensive
knowledge of the interior design industry, HBA sets the bar when it comes
to design for the entire hospitality industry.

Working with a design leader
So when HBA responded to The Art
of Seating by conducting an internal
competition and challenging their
designers to reinvent the traditional
banquet stack chair, MTS couldn’t wait
to see the results. “We were excited to
work with a world-class organization like
HBA,” said Josh Swy, MTS’ Director of
Design. “They have a great reputation,
unmatched industry experience and a
unique sensitivity to interior spaces that
enables them to reinvent the language of
design for each and every project.”
It all starts with an idea
In discussing the genesis of The Barely
There Chair, Nicole Smith, HBA Associate
said, “One of the things that we get
frustrated about with stack chairs, which
MTS is known for, and banquet stack
chairs in particular, is that they are not
very innovative or unique looking. They
tend to have a function and a purpose.
So we wanted to try to inject some
creativity into it but still be functional
and practical.”
They challenged their designers to
develop a unique take on the banquet
stack chair. “Our goal was not just to
create a new stacking chair,” said HBA
Interior Designer Stacey Sefcik, “but to
create something that would be exciting
for designers, beautiful in the space and
really take the design to the next level.”
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HBA sketched out the chairs, keeping
in mind that MTS has certain types of
frames. “We thought it would be a good
idea to try to use its tooling, its chair
frames and create new materials that
are unexpected, but still working with
the manufacturing base,” said Smith.
In the case of The Barely There Chair,
that meant creating a transparent chair
back made from acrylic material.
The HBA design competition resulted
in seven banquet stack chair concepts,
which were sketched out and presented
to MTS. “We were very impressed by
the quality and variety of the work HBA
had done,” said Swy. “All of the designs
were really smart and innovative, but The
Barely There Chair stood out for us. It
was one of those ideas where you look at
it and think, ‘I wish I came up with that.’”
A chair that can light up a room
The HBA team took its inspiration for The
Barely There Chair from luxury items like
diamonds and crystal vases, and part
of what makes those items interesting is
how the light hits them and creates fractal
light. “What we wanted to do with this
chair was play with light and get some
glimmer,” said Sefcik. “At HBA, we love
the term sparkle. You’re bringing sparkle
to the room, and you’re adding another
dimension that a lot of other pieces of
furniture can’t give.”

MTS then took the concept of The Barely
There Chair and turned it into an artistic
interpretation of a banquet stack chair.
“From the MTS side, Josh Swy, Director
of Design, John Menas, SVP of Sales and
Ian King, VP of Sales all played critical
roles in this collaboration,” said Scott
Schutt, MTS marketing manager. “It was
a complete team effort between our two
companies.” That collaboration continued
through the production stage as HBA
helped select the chair’s champagne
powdercoat finish and custom-embossed
vinyl upholstery.
Better seating solutions by design
MTS is dedicated to design innovation.
Our collaborations with world-renowned
interior design firms like HBA enable us
to continually push the envelope. Whether
we’re breathing new life into a classic
style or introducing a whole new look,
we’re committed to making a powerful
design statement.
Swy believes hospitality seating can
have as much of a visual impact as
any element of interior design. “We
understand our customers are looking
for seating solutions that provide superior
functionality and flair. Which is why we’re
especially proud of The Barely There
Chair. And even through it is just
a concept chair, the innovative thinking
from HBA gives us all a glimpse of
what might be possible for the future of
banquet chair design.”
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MADE IN THE

USA

WHAT’S NEW
WITH GUEST ROOM & PUBLIC SPACE SEATING

BACKLESS BARSTOOLS

EMMA

CASCADE

8818-30-915

8621-X

8650-C-5702

Small square pedestal barstool

Small four-leg base

Swivel tilt caster base

8900-U2

7523-I

8722-30-J

Swivel spider base

Five prong swivel base with glides

Round pedestal barstool

MODERNE

CORALIE

LEGACY COLLECTION

8501-SQ-U

8722-18-L

316-30-G

Upholstered inner seat and back on sled base

Round pedestal base

Swaged (tapered) leg swivel barstool

INESSA
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With MTS’ guest room and public space
seating lines, as with every aspect of our
product lines, we are always striving to
improve and grow. You can see the fruit
of those efforts in our latest innovations,
which range from new upholstered shells
to barstool, sled, spider, and legacy bases.

LEHTO

SHOWCASING

Kilo
8612-30-EMCHI

Mid back with channels on tapered leg barstool base

PA R A G A M I

Our Kilo Series dining chairs sit at the head of any
table. These elegant, modern chairs are both stylish
and functional. They feature a lightweight, high-strength
aluminum alloy frame, a fully upholstered seat and back,
and are available in nearly unlimited fabric and finish
combinations. Bon appétit!
WHAT’S NEW WITH KILO

We are offering a number of additional
options for Kilo, including:
• An aluminum handhold option*
• A wood accent option*
• A mid-back upholstered arm option
• A low-back upholstered arm option
K ilo 64/4HH
K ilo 65/2WA
RIGHT	
K ilo 65/4WA

TOP LEFT

TOP RIGHT

8822-18-T

Square pedestal base
©2016 MTS Seating

*Both of these options
attach to the top of the
back of the chair.

MTS AND CRYPTON:

NEIGHBORS
AND PARTNERS
In 1993 in their southeast Michigan home, Craig and Randy
Rubin, the owners of Crypton®, developed a plan to invent
a fabric that could stand up to life’s messes but that was
also soft and beautiful. They wanted this fabric to change
the way people lived their lives. The result: a super-smart,
stain-resistant, long-lasting, and beautiful textile solution with
ingenious technology that changed the fabric landscape.
Seventy miles down the road in Temperance, Michigan,
MTS Seating was also developing products for the hospitality
industry with the goal of manufacturing beautiful, durable
seating. Given the close proximity of the companies and that
both were in the hospitality furniture industry, Mr. Rubin would
bring Crypton textiles to MTS CEO Phil Swy for testing on
MTS products. And so began a partnership that has flourished
for nearly a quarter-century.
It only seems fitting that MTS, the leader in stackable banquet,
meeting room, and convention center seating along with
Crypton, the number one name in hospitality textiles, are now
teaming up to introduce two exciting, innovative new fabrics.
The first pattern, Subtle, features INCASE® fabric protection by
Crypton. INCASE provides “repel and release” stain technology
and odor resistance for the life of the fabric. Custom formulas
are developed for each fiber profile, allowing for freedom in
the fabric selection process, ensuring no change in hand or
color. This makes for an easy-to-clean fabric that performs
consistently regardless of texture or fiber type. Amazingly soft
SUBTLE - INCASE

Grade 7

hand and color combine to make Subtle an inviting new fabric
for MTS. The heathered colors and brushed flannel feel are
reminiscent of fine menswear suiting, a clear trend in upholstery
fabrics. Classic flexible neutrals and clean vibrant colors
complete this offering.
The second pattern, Scheme, is a world-renowned Crypton
fabric. Each fiber of Crypton fabric is encapsulated with
patented technology through a unique immersion process
that transforms every fiber, providing lifelong resistance to
stains, moisture, mildew, bacteria, and odors. An impenetrable
moisture barrier protects the fabric from spills, keeping stains
from setting in the foam of the cushions, making it extremely
easy to clean and maintain. Texture and color are beautifully
executed in this pattern. The fabric has dimension and depth of
color created by multicolor yarns and a chunky woven structure.
The color offerings include a range of tonal neutrals and exciting
fashion combinations for every seating environment.
MTS and Crypton have a lot in common. Both are
headquartered in southeast Michigan. Both are family owned.
Both are industry leaders. Both are driven by innovation. And
both are committed to creating the best-designed, best-built
products possible, while having a positive impact on the
communities and customers they serve. No wonder they’ve
joined forces. Their latest collaboration has resulted in two
fabrics of unmatched quality and durability. After all these years,
they’re not just neighbors; they’re partners.
SCHEME - CRYPTON

Grade 9

Cremini

Crimson

Crisp

Denim

Ember

Carnival

Deep

Field

Forest

Lilac

Ink

Mantis

Meadow

Slate

Tangerine

Linen

Night

Poppy

Sea

Storm
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THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF COLOR
“Color is the place where our
brain and the universe meet.”
PAUL KLEE, ARTIST

Our understanding of color has come
a long way since Henry Ford told
Model T customers they could “have
any color they wanted as long as it
was black.”
Today, we know colors have a
physiological impact on the brain.
Scientists tell us that when we view
a color, our eyes send a message to
the hypothalamus, which then sends
messages to the pituitary gland and
thyroid glands, causing the body to
release hormones that affect mood,
emotions and behavior.
Color is an important part of our everyday
lives. We slow down for yellow lights,
stop for red lights and go when the lights
turn green. Color has even found its way
into our language. When we’re sad, we
say we “feel blue.” When we’re angry, we
“see red.” And when we’re jealous, we’re
“green with envy.”
Color also plays a critical role in triggering
and reinforcing brand recognition. When
we see a certain shade of green, we think
of Holiday Inn. When we see a certain
orange, we think of Home Depot. Some
company colors, such as UPS brown and
Target red are even trademarked.

©2016 MTS Seating

At MTS, color never takes a back seat
At MTS Seating, we understand that
effective use of color is one of the keys
to success in creating seating for the
hospitality industry. It has to complement
a company’s design aesthetic, blend
seamlessly with the existing décor, and
enhance, or at the very least, not detract
from the overall enjoyment of visitors
and guests.
According to Josh Swy, MTS’ Director of
Design, we interact with color differently
when it’s part of a seating experience.
“Seating is something we touch and feel
and connect with, and color is a critical
part of that exchange,” said Josh. “When
you engage color on that tactile level, it
can really speak to you.”
MTS customers have the final say when it
comes to color selection. “They tell us
what they want,” said Swy, “and we help
them achieve it, which not only means
matching the desired color as closely as
possible, but finding the right designer
and fabric supplier to keep it from being
cost-prohibitive. If our customers are
happy, we’re happy, and we do everything
we can to make sure they’re happy.”

The MTS Custom Shoppe:
your one-stop color shoppe
At MTS, we understand how important
color is to your brand image and décor,
which is why our MTS Custom Shoppe
offers every color under the sun. With
more than 30 powdercoat frame finishes
and 25 wood stain finishes, our color
selection gives you a remarkable palette
to choose from.
If you’re looking for a custom color,
the MTS Custom Shoppe more than
lives up to its name. We can custom
match virtually any color with our wood
stains and powdercoat frame finishes.
We also offer an almost endless selection
of hospitality textiles through our swatch
card offerings, industry leading upholstery
suppliers and COM (Customer’s Own
Material) program.
You don’t settle when it comes to the
quality of your seating products, and you
shouldn’t settle when it comes to color
either. Fortunately, with the MTS Custom
Shoppe you don’t have to.
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SYNERGREEN IS OUR

ROADMAP TO
SUSTAINABILITY
At MTS Seating, a commitment to sustainability is one of our company’s
core values. In 2004, we introduced SynerGreen®, which formalized our

MTS. Green and getting greener.

sustainability efforts, many of which had already been in place for years.

MTS’ dedication to sustainability has earned us UL Greenguard
Indoor Air Quality Certification for nine consecutive years.
We’ve also earned Sustainability Leader status, the highest
designation available, as part of the Marriott Supplier
Sustainability Assessment Program by MindClick. We’re moving
in the right direction, but our goal is continuous environmental
improvements, so we’re always striving to get greener.

SynerGreen adds value to everything we touch – from our products and
services to our customer relationships to the communities we serve.
We do our best to integrate sustainable practices into every aspect
of our supply chain, starting with our selection of raw materials and
continuing all the way through to the responsible recycling and disposal
of our products (and components) when their life is complete.

Production: MTS operates
energy-efficient manufacturing
and office facilities, and we are
in compliance with all state and
federal environmental laws and
regulations. We have also
begun tracking energy and
water usage as well as the
amount of waste we produce.
Our commitment is to set
reduction targets and meet
those goals every year.

Raw materials: MTS is committed to working
with supplier partners who share our passion
for sustainability and doing what’s right for the
environment. From recycled steel to plant-based
foam products, we are dedicated to responsibly
sourced raw materials.

Fair labor and human rights: As a U.S.-based
manufacturer, MTS utilizes a zero tolerance policy
regarding child or forced labor in all of our facilities.
We employ more than 400 dedicated workers
from southeast Michigan and northwest Ohio and
are the third largest employer in our county. We
pride ourselves on maintaining a clean, safe work
environment, and we offer excellent wage and
benefit programs.
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Chemicals of concern: MTS strives
to eliminate and/or minimize any
materials that have been identified as
chemicals of concern from our products
and manufacturing processes. This
dedication has earned us UL Greenguard
certification on our entire line of seating
products every year since 2007.

2015 MTS Sustainability SCORECARD
9th consecutive year
earning UL Greenguard
certification on entire
seating line

Reduced natural
gas (cubic feet)
usage by 23%
per unit produced

Reduced electricity
(kilowatt hours)
by 7.5% per unit
produced

Reduced overall usages
(gas, electricity, water) by
6.5% per unit produced

Reduced trash to landfills (pounds)
by 21% per unit produced
3 million pounds of waste diverted from landfills
through recycling programs

Received Sustainability Leader status
with the Marriott Supplier Sustainability
Assessment Program, powered by MindClick

Distribution: MTS teams with
transportation partners that are U.S.
EPA SmartWay certified. These
companies use the best routes, the
best fuel technologies, and work to
reduce adverse environmental impacts.

Packaging: All MTS packaging is 100%
recyclable, including our corrugated boxes
and sleeves, product protector bags and
plastic wrap, and wood shipping pallets.

©2016 MTS Seating

CLEAN & GREEN

At MTS, taking care of business means taking
care of the world around us. That’s why we’re
committed to aggressive recycling, energy
conservation and emission reduction efforts.
The results speak for themselves.

Customer health: Since our products are manufactured
without chemicals of concern, there is no emission of
VOCs or other air pollutants from our products that
could potentially harm customers who come in
contact with them. Our USA-manufactured
products contribute to improved indoor air
quality and are safe for the environment.

Product durability: The MTS
sustainability story doesn’t end
once the product is delivered. Our
high-quality products are built to
last, which extends their time in
use, ultimately keeping them out of
landfills for a longer period of time.

End of product life: The steel or aluminum
frame, wood, upholstery, and other MTS product
components are recyclable through local sources.
Also, the extreme life of the product keeps it from
being disposed of for a longer period of time. At
the end of its life, the product can also be donated
and reused by organizations such as a local
church or community center.
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Avalon West Event Center
Fargo, ND
MTS Burgess Collection
Como model PC27/2

The MTS Representative in your area is:
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MTS Seating
7100 Industrial Drive
Temperance, MI 48182
734-847-3875
FAX: 800-329-0687
mtsseating.com
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